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Abstract 
Quantum Key Distribution allows for the secure 

transmission of unbreakable encryption keys. Its 

importance will grow over time as computing capabilities 

render existing encryption methods insecure. This paper 

details the upgrading of a Quantum Key Distribution 

simulator and explores possible project extensions. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

By some estimates, the Allies were able to shorten World 

War II by three years because of their successful efforts at 

breaking the German codes [8]. The importance of being 

able to securely transmit messages (and to know when 

that transmission has been intercepted) cannot be 

overstated.  Over the years, there has been an ongoing cat-

and-mouse game between those trying to securely send 

messages and those trying to eavesdrop. 

 

Current mainstream state of the art encryption relies either 

on public-key cryptography (PKI), where the sender uses 

the recipient’s public encryption key to encrypt messages 

that can only be decrypted by the recipient's private key 

(or vice-versa), or alternatively by symmetric key 

encryption (AES is the current standard), in which the 

same key is used to encrypt the plaintext and decrypt the 

cipher. Figure 1 provides an example of how a symmetric 

key (in this case “Q”) can be used to both encrypt and 

decrypt a message. 

 

While both methods can provide for very strong 

encryption, they each have weaknesses. PKI introduces 

the overhead of having a trusted keeper of public keys. 

Both rely on the fact that there is not adequate 

computational power for someone to crack the keys. 

However, as computers become faster and faster, these 

methods of encryption will become insecure. Moreover, 

looming somewhere on the horizon is the prospect of 

quantum computing. While the details of quantum 

computing are beyond the scope of this paper, suffice it to 

say that the computational power it brings will overwhelm 

current encryption methods [1]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Symmetric key operation 

 

The only method of encryption that is unbreakable is to 

use a one-time pad, known as a Vernam cipher, where 

plaintext is encrypted with a single-use, random key that 

is at least as long as the message [6].  The only way an 

attacker can approach such a problem is by substituting 

every possible character for each character, which will 

generate every possible message of the given length. The 

problem, historically, with this (and all) methods of 

encryption has been that there was no way to securely 

distribute the key [9].  

 

Quantum key distribution was born to address this issue. 

By using the properties of quantum physics, two parties 

can exchange keys of any length while knowing with 

certainty if a third party has intercepted the key. Quantum 

key distribution allows for single use keys of any length, 

thus guaranteeing the security of messages. 
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2. Quantum Key Distribution 
 

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) uses the properties of 

quantum mechanics to generate a secure key for 

encryption and decryption of messages. QKD is unique in 

that it allows for the exchange of one-time pads (secret, 

random keys for encryption) while guaranteeing detection 

if there is an eavesdropper. The resulting key is a one time 

use pad, which cannot be read by an intruder without 

detection [7]. 

 

Quantum Keys are generated by sending photons through 

space or a fiber optic cable. In order to send these photons, 

the sender (who is classically referred to as “Alice”) 

randomly chooses one of four filters to polarize the 

photon in one of four directions: horizontal, vertical, right 

45, and left 45. (These will be represented by -, |, /, and \, 

respectively.) Each filter is part of a filter set, which 

consists of that filter and the filter that is at a 90 degree 

angle to it. The filter sets are referred to as + (consisting 

of the vertical and horizontal filters) and X (consisting of 

the right 45 and left 45 filters). By convention, each filter 

is arbitrarily assigned a binary value, with opposite 

members of the same set being assigned opposite values -

- so, | and / both represent 1, while - and \ both represent 0 

[10]. 

 

The recipient (known as “Bob”) must choose one of these 

four filters to measure the photon and attempt to 

determine what Alice has sent. Here is where the quantum 

properties of a polarized photon come into play. (We will 

try, here, to keep things as simple as possible. But as the 

Nobel Prize winning quantum physicist Neils Bohr said, 

“Those who are not shocked when they first come across 

quantum theory cannot possibly have understood it” [3].)  

 

If Bob uses a filter from the same filter set, there are two 

possible outcomes. If he chooses the same filter (e.g. 

Alice sends | and Bob measures with |), Bob will see the 

photon and will know what value Alice sent (in this case, 

1). If Bob chooses the opposite filter from the same set 

(e.g. Alice sends – and Bob measures with |), he will not 

see anything. Because Bob sees nothing, assuming he 

knows Alice sent a filter from the same set, he knows 

Alice must have sent the opposite of what Bob used (or in 

this case, 0). This process is illustrated in Figure 2 and in 

greater detail in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2: Quantum Filter Interaction 

When Bob measures with a filter from the wrong set, the 

results are not predictable. The properties of quantum 

physics are such that in this case, the photon is equally 

likely to appear as if it was sent with the filter Bob used, 

or to not appear at all. Before (when Bob and Alice chose 

filters from the same set) Bob could infer what Alice sent 

based on whether he saw something (she sent what he 

saw) or he did not (she sent the opposite of what he 

chose) [4]. Now, however, Bob cannot know what Alice 

sent, since the photon polarized from a filter in the other 

set is equally likely to pass through or to not pass through. 

 

In order to leverage this phenomenon, the QKD process 

consists of two different communications. First, using the 

quantum channel, Alice randomly chooses filters and 

sends filtered photons to Bob, which he receives using 

filters he has chosen. Once Bob has received all the 

photons, Bob calls Alice and they determine for which 

bits they had used the same filter sets. For those (and only 

those) bits, Bob is able to know the value Alice sent 

(because it is what he used if he saw the photon, and it is 

the opposite if he did not). The bits where the filter sets 

did not match are discarded. Finally, Bob and Alice 

compare a subset of these known bits to make sure they 

are the same. If they are, Bob and Alice know that they 

have successfully exchanged a key, and they can use the 

remaining known bits to securely encrypt a message. 
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The fact that Bob cannot tell what Alice sent until he 

knows that his filter was from the same set as Alice is a 

critical factor in ensuring there has been no eavesdropper. 

If an attacker (called “Eve”), had been in the middle, Eve 

would have been in the same position as Bob, not 

knowing what Alice had sent until she knew that Alice’s 

filter set was the same as hers. However, unlike Bob, Eve 

must send along a filtered photon in real time before she 

could possibly know which filter Alice had chosen. The 

problem for Eve is that if she sees the photon, it could 

either be the case that the filter Eve has chosen is the right 

one, or it could be either filter from the other set. If Eve 

does not see the photon, she may have the wrong filter 

from the right set, or, again, it could be either filter from 

the other set. The best Eve can do is to eliminate one filter 

as a possibility, and she is left to guess from the other 

three which one she should send along.  

 

Because Eve has had to guess about which way to 

polarize the photon she sends along, she will invariably 

send along the wrong set some of the time. When she 

sends the wrong set, there is a 50% chance Bob will come 

up with the wrong bit sent. While it is possible if only a 

few bits are sent to have an Eve and not detect her, with 

sufficiently many bits, it becomes impossible. This is 

because of the No Cloning Theorem, which states, “any 

attempt to measure (read) an unknown (mixed) state 

MUST modify (Project) that state [2].” Eve cannot know 

what was sent, but only what she measured. She is forced 

to guess whether what she measured is what Alice 

actually sent. Sometimes Eve is wrong and changes what 

is sent and thus reveals herself to Alice and Bob. This is 

why Alice and Bob compare a subset of the bits from the 

matching filter sets. If their bits do not match, they know 

there is an Eve and thus discard the key because they 

Figure 3: QKD Algorithm 
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know it has been compromised. If they do match, they can 

use the remaining bits as a secure key. 

 

The likelihood of detecting Eve is in fact predictable. For 

any bit the Alice sends, there is a 50% chance that Bob’s 

filter set will match. Since the other bits are discarded, 

only these bits allow for the possible detection of Eve. 

The best Eve can do is to assume she is using the right 

filter set. Eve will be right 50% of the time, and will thus 

correctly send Bob the right filter (by sending the filter 

she had used if she saw the photon, and sending the other 

filter from the same set when she did not). The other 50% 

of the time, when Eve, in fact, has the wrong set, she will 

be sending Bob a filter from the wrong set. However, 

because of the quantum properties, Bob will see that 

filtered photon as the right photon 50% of the time. In 

short, for any given bit that is included (where Alice and 

Bob have matching filter sets), Eve is detected 25% of the 

time. Thus,  

    (              )        

where N = the number of filter set matches. If we solve 

this equation for N, we can determine the number of 

filters we need to sample to assure a chosen confidence 

that Eve would be detected: 

  
    (    (              ))

    (    )
 

where Prob(EveNotDetected) is the maximum acceptable 

probability of Eve going undetected. Using a probability 

of 10
-100 

would require only 800 bits. 

 

Through the use of QKD, you can assure the transmission 

of secure keys with perfect knowledge as to whether there 

has been an interception. 

 

3. Scope of Project 
 

This project improved an earlier-developed java-based 

Quantum Key Distribution Simulator, which had been 

independently written by Dr. Ronald Frank. The original 

command-line interface was replaced with a web front 

end, adding the ability to manually or automatically 

choose filters for Alice, Bob, and (if present) Eve. In 

addition, the ability to automatically run multiple 

simulations of the same number of bits was added. The 

reporting from the simulation was also improved to better 

illustrate the interaction of the filters chosen by Alice, 

Bob, and Eve as well as to highlight the identification of 

Eve. Finally, an encryption simulator was created to show 

the process of taking a plaintext message, generating a 

one time key using QKD, encrypting the message with the 

key, and then decrypting it on the other end. 

 

In addition to improving the simulator, our work included 

providing documentation consisting of an End-User 

Manual and System Documentation. The End-User  

Manual provides details about how to set up and run the 

simulator, while the System Documentation provides 

information about how to maintain and improve the 

simulator. 

 

Because we built a web front end, we were also able to 

incorporate the user documentation within the site, so that 

the QKD Simulator could be easily distributed and 

operated as a stand-alone tutorial. 

 

4. Description of Existing Code 
  

The code that our team was provided effectively simulates 

a quantum key distribution exchange by using arrays to 

store the bits and filters. The arrays are used to store data 

on the filter selection (and their bit mappings and filter 

sets). After the initial communication between Alice and 

Bob, arrays are also used to store data on which filters are 

discarded (because the sender and receiver chose different 

filter sets) and to store a comparison of the bits to validate 

that the key is valid. The original source code also 

supported having an eavesdropper (simulating a man in 

the middle attack).  

 

The simulation was designed to run as a java console 

application, and took two inputs: the sender’s filter set 

and the name of the eavesdropper (if the user wanted to 

have one involved for the run). The program consisted of 

two classes. The first was a main class for running the 

program, which called functions from the second methods 

class. The methods class did the majority of the 

operations on the arrays (comparisons, updates and so 

forth). The program output results to the console and had 

no support for storing test results apart from the user 

saving them manually.   

 

5. Overview of Solution 
 

To address our customer’s needs, we decided to develop 

one code base that could be used in either of two different 

ways. First, we built a server-based solution that could be 

deployed on an Internet server and accessed by a user 
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simply navigating to a designated web address. As an 

alternative, we built a stand-alone version that could be 

run from an individual’s machine, with the local web 

browser accessing the local instance. 

 

 

6. Development of Backend with APIs  
 

The challenge presented to the team was to make this 

application easier to use by converting it into a web 

service with two front-end modules. The new version of 

the program was to be accessed via web browsers. 

Additionally the new program should support random 

generation of filter sets, saving the simulation results, 

running groups of simulations and a real time simulation 

mode where users could encrypt and decrypt messages 

using the quantum key in a stream cipher.  

 

The backend system (Figure 4) consists of five primary 

components and has been designed for extensibility and 

flexibility. The system is built on the J2EE DAO pattern 

so that the data access layer (currently MySQL) can be 

swapped out at any point. “The business component that 

relies on the DAO uses the simpler interface exposed by 

the DAO for its clients. The DAO completely hides the 

data source implementation details from its clients” [5].  

 

 

Figure 4: Backend System Diagram 

The logic encapsulated in the original code is still present 

but rather than using the console the methods are now 

called via SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) which 

allows for transferring data via XML using web protocols. 

Data access and transfer objects are used to pass 

simulation data between the components. The SOAP 

interface provides access to both the existing code and the 

data access layer (for storing and searching for test 

results).  Reporting is also possible by connecting to the 

data source directly, or via the broker.  

 

The broker is designed to simplify the number of calls the 

front end will need to make. It encapsulates over a dozen 

backend calls into three different endpoints the front end 

can use (for running a simulation, running a suite of 

simulations or searching for data). It also adds a layer of 

security as it serves as an externally facing component. 

The system can always be extended with additional edge 

components in the future.  

 

7. Development of Stand-alone System 
 

The stand alone system – illustrated in Figure 5 – was 

developed after the server based backend. The customer 

requested a way to more easily distribute and run the 

system locally so that there would not be any reliance on 

the centralized server. The legacy code and general 

structure of the classes are similar (the SOAP classes have 

been removed from this version to reduce the size of the 

distribution given the Jax-WS dependencies). 

 

The SOAP interfaces and Broker have been replaced by 

servlet classes that provide the same user experience as 

the server based solution with much lower system 

requirements. The data access layer has also been 

replaced, requiring a different version of the database 

implementation classes to use a local data file (SQLite 

format so that the data can be easily transported).  

  

 

Figure 5: Stand Alone System Design 

 

8. Development of User Frontend 
 

The layout of the frontend is a web page like most other 

web pages with a header, main and footer sections. The 

web page is designed as an educational webpage where 

the user can learn about QKD. It has navigation tabs on 

the top that provide links to various resources as well as 

the ability to run the QKD, the Quantum Encryption 

simulation, and to review a history of the simulations run. 

The user can also download papers and manuals on how 

to set up and run the QKD simulator on their own 

computer. 

 

The design allows a user to view past simulations and 

search for simulations that meet specific criteria. By 

connecting the front end to the database and using a “view” 

request in the database the user will be able to view past 
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runs and search for past simulations that met specific 

criteria. 

 

In addition, we added the ability to simulate encrypting 

and decrypting a message using QKD. This module walks 

a user through the process of using QKD to generate a 

one-time symmetric key that is used to encrypt the 

message. The receiver is then able to use that same key to 

decrypt the message. The pages in this module step a user 

through the steps involved so that they can better 

understand exactly how QKD is used in practice. 

 

The design was tested across different browsers and 

operating systems for functionality so that users will be 

able to access the web page from most popular web 

browsers including Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer,  

and Firefox. The front end is developed using HTML5, 

CSS 3 and JavaScript, specifications requested by the 

client. HTML5 is the latest version of Hypertext Markup 

Language with interoperable implementations that makes 

it suitable for browsing web pages on different mobile 

platforms and for application programming interfaces. 

HTML5 embeds CSS in the header of the web page so the 

style of the web page remains the same when viewed on 

smaller screens of mobile devices and tablets.   

 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language 

used for describing the presentation semantics (the look 

and formatting) of a document written in a markup 

language. Its most common application is to style web 

pages written in HTML and XHTML, but the language 

can also be applied to any kind of XML document, 

including plain XML, SVG and XUL [11]. Most websites 

are designed for a desktop screen which makes it difficult 

to view on a smaller screen of mobile devices. The use of 

CSS makes it possible to view the same website across 

different screen resolutions. In design, instead of sizing 

using pixels, a percentage ratio to screen size ratio is used. 

One pixel displayed on a mobile device screen looks 

different on a desktop so displaying using screen 

percentage ratio will always look the same no matter the 

size of the screen. 

 

JavaScript is used in the front end because it is also a 

specification on the client.  However, since JavaScript is a 

client side application running on the client’s computer it 

can be disabled by the client. This could cause some of 

the application not to function properly. Therefore 

JavaScript is used only where appropriate to enhance the 

user’s experience, not to provide core functionality. 

HTML remains the core coding language in the design of 

the front end with user input forms to send data between 

the back end and the front. 

 

9. Use of the Simulator 
The simulator has been designed to allow easy use by 

anyone interested in learning about Quantum Key 

Distribution. The standalone version can be run by 

extracting a zip file and then clicking on a .bat file in 

Windows or a command file on a Mac to start the 

simulator running and automatically open the default 

browser to localhost:8080 which will provide simulator 

access. 

 

 

Figure 6: Simulator Menu 

The menu layout of the web page is shown in Figure 6. 

The “Home” and “About QK” tabs provide some 

overview information about Quantum Key Encryption 

and Distribution, while the “Resources” tab provides links 

to other useful material on the topic. To actually run the 

simulator and look at results, the user will use the “QKD 

Simulator”, “QE Simulator” and “Test History” buttons.  

 

From the QKD Simulator item, there are three options: 

Automatic Key Selection, Simulation Suite, and Manual 

Key Selection. Automatic Key selection allows for the 

simulation of a user-determined number bits in a QKD 

process. The user enters the number of filters and selects 

whether or not there should be an Eve. The simulator then 

randomly generates that many filters for Alice, Bob, and 

(if present) Eve, and then presents the results, showing for 

each bit the filter selections and the results, as shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Simulation Results 
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The Simulation Suite item allows for an Automatic Key 

simulation to be run multiple times. Effectively, this 

allows a user to explorer the range of results for a given 

number of filters. This is a particularly useful module 

insofar as it can help illustrate the likelihood (or lack 

there-of) of Eve going undetected given varying number 

of filters. The results of this module include a graphic 

representation of how many times Eve revealed herself in 

each run. 

 

Another option is to choose Manual Key Selection. This 

module allows the user to choose exactly which filters 

each party uses (or to chose for some parties and 

randomly generate for others). This is effective for 

understanding exactly how different combinations of 

filters will interact. 

 

In all three of these modules, the simulator is actually 

representing the portion of the QKD for which Alice and 

Bob compare their bits in which their filter sets match to 

determine whether there is an Eve. In other words, the 

simulation itself represents the portion of the overall QKD 

transmission that is used to determine whether the channel 

is secure. 

 

In contrast, the QE Simulator module allows a user to use 

QKD to generate a key to encrypt a message of his or her 

choosing. On this page, the user enters a message that he 

or she wishes to encrypt as well as the number of filters to 

send and the number of bits to test for the presence of an 

Eve. When the user runs the module, the simulator then 

presents the conversion of the message into binary 

followed by the QKD process, which generates a key. 

What is particularly interesting here is to see the effect of 

using too few bits to verify that there is no Eve. Indeed, if 

an inadequate number of bits are used, Eve is not 

detected, and the resulting key does not match for Alice 

and Bob, so Bob is unable to decrypt the message. 

 

Finally, on the Test History tab, the results of the past 

tests that have been run may be accessed. In addition, 

these results can be exported and downloaded as a CSV 

file for further analysis. 

 

10. Future Extension Opportunities 
 

Quantum Key Distribution is likely to become more 

prevalent over time, so the value of tools that help educate 

people on the topic should become more valuable. There 

are a number of different areas in which this project could 

be extended. We made efforts to architect our solution in 

ways that would facilitate extension. 

Tweak QKD Assumptions 

 

One area for additional development would be to allow 

various different strategies for Eve to use in trying to 

relay the photons she has intercepted. Further work could 

be done allowing the user to choose one of a variety of 

different strategies Eve could use to forward bits (or to 

even devise their own strategy) and then to allow a 

comparison of how one strategy performs relative to 

another (for example the comparing how many times Eve 

is caught with each one -- demonstrating that QKD will 

always catch Eve with a sufficient number of bits being 

sent). 

Provide additional analytics for comparing 

different simulations  

 

In addition to analyzing different strategies Eve could 

employ, this project could be further developed to provide 

additional comparative analysis of different simulations. 

For example, allowing a user to see how often Eve is 

NOT detected when passing 10 bits versus when passing 

20 bits. Or, charting the percentage of filter set matches 

between Alice and Bob as you vary the number of filters 

being sent. 

API integration to other systems 

 

The backend takes all of its input via a SOAP (simple 

object access protocol) web service, so the original 

methods developed in the code can now be consumed by 

any system that supports soap. This also gives the 

programmer control on how those methods are used, for 

example they could choose to use the random filter 

generator alone, or they could choose to build an 

integration that only ran simulation where no 

eavesdropper was present. The integration is also platform 

independent so the services are not tied to a specific 

programming language.  

Native mobile clients 

 

With the growing significance of mobile computing, 

having a native mobile client could be an interesting area 
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for extension. While we built the server-based version of 

our current solution so that it will work on mobile devices, 

it is not optimized for mobile, nor does it take advantage 

of features like touch that are available on mobile devices. 

To address this, we could build native mobile solutions. 

This could be accomplished in several different ways. The 

easiest way would be to take advantage of the APIs that 

have been built and create mobile apps that call on the 

server for the backend processing. Alternatively, because 

the code itself is written in Java, it would be reasonably 

easy to move it into an Android app and run as standalone. 

(This could also be done for iOS, but would require 

rewriting or converting the Java code to Objective C. 

There do exist tools, such as 

https://code.google.com/p/j2objc/, which facilitate this.) 

Build out of QKD educational website 

 

Perhaps the most valuable extension of all would be to 

build out a complete QKD Educational Website. It would 

be relatively easy to use a CMS, such as WordPress, to 

develop a professional looking website that would include 

additional background materials on why quantum key 

distribution is important, how encrypting and decrypting 

work, the status of quantum computing and quantum key 

distribution in practice, and other tools and materials that 

would be of interest. 

 

11. Conclusion 
 

Quantum key distribution is an essential tool in staying 

ahead of the curve against those who try to infiltrate 

communications that are intended to be secure. Through 

leveraging the properties of quantum physics, QKD 

solves the distribution problem for one time pads, 

guaranteeing the ability to securely encrypt messages. 

Because the act of reading a quantum bit changes the bit, 

it is impossible for an Eve to interfere without being 

detected (given a sufficient number of bits). In our project, 

we enhanced a QKD simulator to provide an easy to use, 

web-based interface. Through our development of a 

flexible, extensible platform, we have allowed future 

development such that a full-blown QKD Education 

website could easily be created in the future. 
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